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Abstract

Commonsense is a quintessential human ca-
pacity that has been a core challenge to Arti-
ficial Intelligence since its inception. Impres-
sive results in Natural Language Processing
tasks, including in commonsense reasoning,
have consistently been achieved with Trans-
former neural language models, even match-
ing or surpassing human performance in some
benchmarks. Recently, some of these ad-
vances have been called into question: so
called data artifacts in the training data have
been made evident as spurious correlations
and shallow shortcuts that in some cases are
leveraging these outstanding results.

In this paper we seek to further pursue this
analysis into the realm of commonsense re-
lated language processing tasks. We undertake
a study on different prominent benchmarks
that involve commonsense reasoning, along a
number of key stress experiments, thus seek-
ing to gain insight on whether the models are
learning transferable generalizations intrinsic
to the problem at stake or just taking advan-
tage of incidental shortcuts in the data items.

The results obtained indicate that most
datasets experimented with are problematic,
with models resorting to non-robust features
and appearing not to be learning and general-
izing towards the overall tasks intended to be
conveyed or exemplified by the datasets.

1 Introduction

Reasoning helps humans to cope with their expe-
rience, whether in a complex situation such as de-
vising a plan to solve a pandemic or in a simple,
intuitive inference like what will happen to a cof-
fee mug when dropped to the ground. It helps to
foresee new events as well as to form new beliefs
and justify and defend them before others (Kintsch
and Van Dijk, 1978; Mercier and Sperber, 2017).

Reasoning with knowledge widely shared by hu-
mans, usually termed as commonsense, makes up

a significant portion of our higher level cognitive
skills: commonsense knowledge encompasses hu-
man values and needs, and by reasoning with it we
can organize sensible arguments and decide on ef-
fective actions. Endowing computing devices with
these knowledge and reasoning capabilities should
allow them to better get access to world view of
humans, their needs, capabilities, beliefs, and thus
allow them to act more appropriately.

To a large extent, acting on the basis of these
capabilities can be verbalized, knowledge can be
written down, and the inference chain of a reason-
ing process can be expressed in some human idiom.
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), common-
sense processing tasks usually involve answering
questions that, when addressed by humans, require
different types of commonsense knowledge and rea-
soning to be answered. Accordingly, for a model
coping with this kind of tasks to achieve good per-
formance, it should have acquired such knowledge
and reasoning skills.

Whether current state-of-the-art NLP deep learn-
ing models genuinely grasp the underlying tasks
they are handling is a debated topic. Recently, an
increasing number of published experiments indi-
cate that models may be latching at spurious cues
present in the data (Zech et al., 2018; Geirhos et al.,
2020; Niven and Kao, 2019), implying that they
will severely lack generalization capacity when pre-
sented with out-of-distribution data.

As they become more refined, pre-trained lan-
guage models are continuously closing the gap to
humans in commonsense reasoning tasks (Zhou
et al., 2020; Tamborrino et al., 2020; Lourie et al.,
2021). In light of the skepticism about the true
capabilities of deep learning models, this question
cannot be avoided: to what extent are they actually
learning commonsense reasoning?

In the present paper, we seek to contribute to a
better understanding about if and how the models
are learning commonsense reasoning skills. We se-
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lect four prominent commonsense reasoning tasks,
namely Argument Reasoning Comprehension Task
(ARCT) (Habernal et al., 2018), AI2 Reasoning
Challenge (ARC) (Clark et al., 2018), Physical IQA
(PIQA) (Bisk et al., 2020), and CommonsenseQA
(CSQA) (Talmor et al., 2019)).

We adopt the successful Transformer architec-
ture and resort to prominent pre-trained language
models: the encoder-only RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019b), the decoder-only GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019), the encoder-decoder T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
and BART (Lewis et al., 2020), and the neuro-
symbolic COMET(BART) (Hwang et al., 2021)).

And we set on to gain insight with stress exper-
iments that seek to find evidence that hopefully
permits to advance in answering questions like the
following:

Are the models taking into account the actual
input as a whole? Or could the models be only
looking at certain parts of the input, therefore not
performing the underlying task but some derivative.

How robust are the models? Can they withstand
adversarial attacks on the basis of powerful gener-
alization they gained during training, or are they
brittle and crumble under attack?

How well can models perform zero-shot evalua-
tion on each other? To what extent can they transfer
the knowledge between each other and how much
could that be hindered by their being stuck in learn-
ing non-transferring cues based on spurious data
artifacts?

The answers obtained in this paper indicate that
most datasets experimented with are problematic,
with models resorting to non-robust features and
appearing not to be generalizing towards the overall
tasks intended to be conveyed by the datasets.

In the next Section 2, we cover related work. The
tasks experimented with are presented in Section 3,
and the experiments undertaken are described in
Section 4. Section 5 presents and discusses the
results obtained. The paper closes with concluding
remarks in Section 6.1

2 Related Work

NLP has found an overarching yet flexible ap-
proach to a wide range of its processing tasks in the
Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017). An ex-
tensive research path has since then been pursued in

1Our code is publicly available at:
https://github.com/nlx-group/
Shortcutted-Commonsense-Reasoning.

the literature, seeking to refine its architecture and
training methodology. It has become commonplace
to first pre-train a language model on large corpora
and then refine it with respect to a specific lan-
guage processing task (Dai and Le, 2015; Howard
and Ruder, 2018; Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019). Subsequent works would refine this method-
ology by introducing other pre-training tasks that
benefit downstream performance (Liu et al., 2019b;
Raffel et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020), and with
that approach steadily increasing the state of the art
on benchmarks such as GLUE (Wang et al., 2018)
and SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019).

Shortcuts Deep neural networks, such as
Transformers, as well as loss functions (cross-
entropy) and optimizers, tend to favor simple func-
tions (De Palma et al., 2018; Jacobsen et al., 2018;
Sun and Nielsen, 2019; Valle-Pérez et al., 2018; Wu
et al., 2017), which can be susceptible to wrong
generalizations as the eventual models “hook” onto
spurious artifacts in the data. This has been shown
to happen in NLP, as illustrated with these exam-
ples, among others:

• Machine reading comprehension (MRC) mod-
els appear not to do much “reading” (Kaushik
and Lipton, 2018), as models can perform rea-
sonably well when given only a passage or a
passage with a randomly assigned question,
instead of a whole input with which this task
was conceived.

• Large-scale natural language inference (NLI)
datasets exhibit linguistic phenomena that cor-
relate well with certain classes. Simple classi-
fier models can perform well by looking only
at the hypothesis, instead of the rest of the ar-
gument (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al.,
2018).

• A study (Geva et al., 2019) on the annota-
tor bias on natural language understanding
datasets has found that annotator bias is evi-
dent and models did not generalize well across
annotators. Moreover, a model can exploit
those biases to inflate its performance if data
from the same annotator is present in the train-
ing and testsets.

Even when using novel pre-trained language
models, such as BERT, which have more knowl-
edgeable priors due to their pre-training regime,
such phenomena persists. (Niven and Kao, 2019)

https://github.com/nlx-group/Shortcutted-Commonsense-Reasoning
https://github.com/nlx-group/Shortcutted-Commonsense-Reasoning
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studied the results from the SemEval 2018 Task
12 – Argument Reasoning Comprehension Task
(ARCT) (Habernal et al., 2018). BERT shined, ob-
taining 77% test accuracy, slightly below untrained
humans, who reach 80%. These authors found
that the presence of “not” and other high-frequency
words such as “is”, “do” and “are” was highly cor-
related with the output, obtaining above random
performance with just “not”. Adding adversarial
examples that counteracted this correlation, the
strong spurious signal disappeared, and the perfor-
mance dropped to random chance.

Data contamination A different type of
“cheating” has also attracted some attention re-
cently. Pre-trained language models appear to be
able to use (factual) knowledge encoded in its pa-
rameters during fine-tuning.In one study, the au-
thors were able to show that in open-book Q&A
challenges, large pre-trained language models can
be competitive with systems that access external
knowledge sources by just accessing their internal
“memory” (Roberts et al., 2020).

This memorization power is a problem if the
task dataset and the pre-training corpus have been
constructed from the same sources, and thus have
some text in common.

The authors of GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) cre-
ates bloom filters from WebText, its pre-training
corpus, and calculatse an upper bound for text col-
lisions between downstream tasks and WebText,
labelled as data contamination. It was found that
due to text overlap, the model gains small but con-
sistent benefits, arguably due to memorization. In
the next iteration, GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) gave
rise to larger-scale data contamination experiments
with exact n-gram matching (instead of bloom fil-
ters). The results varied, with some datasets being
completely clean and others worryingly contami-
nated.

Popular machine reading datasets such as
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018), SQuAD 2 (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018) or DROP (Dua et al., 2019) are flagged
for >90% contamination. PIQA (Bisk et al., 2020)
was flagged with 29% contamination, however, re-
moving the contaminated text only decreases the
performance by 3%, regardless of model size. The
authors see this as a sign that memorization may
not be at play but rather statistical cues in the data,
though they did not offer empirically based support
to that conjecture.

3 Tasks

We adopt four commonsense related tasks, cover-
ing different domains and demands in terms of rea-
soning, setting a challenging environment to probe
the capacity of models addressing them. Figure 1
provides a dataset example for each of the tasks
described in this section. Appendix B describes the
dataset size for each task.

3.1 Argument Reasoning Comprehension

The Argument Reasoning Comprehension Task
(ARCT) (Habernal et al., 2018) aims to test argu-
ment reasoning ability, requiring not only language
and logic skills but also commonsense knowledge.

An argument is a set of premises/reasons that
support a given claim/conclusion and a warrant that
establishes the connection between the two (such
that the claim follows from the premises) (Toul-
min, 1958). Warrants may be implicit, under the
assumption that they are shared knowledge (Free-
man, 2011). This makes identification of warrants
an exercise that requires commonsense.

This task is as follows: given a reason and a
claim, from two possible warrants, choose the ap-
propriate one. One of the warrants is a distraction,
not supporting the sequitur from reason to claim.

The original dataset has been flagged with prob-
lems of spurious correlation, and we will be using
its cleaned version (Niven and Kao, 2019).

3.2 AI2 Reasoning Challenge

The AI2 Reasoning Challenge (ARC) (Clark et al.,
2018) is a multi-choice natural sciences question
answering task, whose dataset is a collection of
questions from 3rd to 9th-grade exams, comprising
the easy and the challenge sets. The latter contains
questions that cannot be trivially solved with token
co-occurrence, and our experiments will use it.

ARC requires models to cover knowledge in
different formats: definitions, facts & properties,
structure, processes & causal, teleology/purpose,
algebraic, and many more. It also requires different
reasoning types: question logic, linguistic match-
ing, multi-hop, comparison, algebraic, etc. This
diversity makes ARC a highly demanding task.

3.3 Physical Interaction Question Answering

The Physical Interaction Question Answering task
(PIQA) (Bisk et al., 2020) tests the capabilities
of models to answer commonsense questions re-
garding the physical world. Models will need to
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Question: What is something someone 
driving a car needs even to begin?

Answer A: practice.

Answer B: feet.

Answer C: sight.

Answer D: keys.

Answer E: open car door.

CSQA Example

Correct answer: C

Reason: People choose not to use Google.

Claim: Google is not a harmful monopoly.

Correct warrant: 2

Warrant 1: all other search engines 
re-direct to Google.

Warrant 2: other search engines do not 
re-direct to Google.

ARCT Example

Question: Air has no color and cannot be 
seen, yet it takes up space. What could be 
done to show it takes up space?

Answer A: observe clouds forming.

Answer B: measure the air temperature.

Answer C: blow up a beach ball or balloon.

Answer D: weigh a glass before and after it 
is filled with water.

ARC Example

Correct answer: C

Goal: What can I use to help filter water 
when I am camping.

Correct solution: 2

Solution 1: You can use a water filtration 
system like a brita pitcher.

Solution 2: Coffee filters are a cheap and 
effective method to filter water when 
outdoors.

PIQA Example

Figure 1: Dataset example for each task.

learn, from raw text only, physical commonsense
knowledge.

Humans find this task easy, as they interact with
the physical world constantly, manipulating objects
and learning about their properties and how they
may be used to solve problems. Large scale lan-
guage models though struggle with this task, with
the state-of-the-art achieving 77% accuracy, com-
pared to the human 95% score.

3.4 CommonsenseQA
CommonsenseQA (CSQA) (Talmor et al., 2019)
is a multi-choice question answering dataset that
targets commonsense knowledge in different for-
mats, much like ARC. It covers a large number of
knowledge types: spatial, cause & effect, has parts,
is member of, purpose, social, activity, definition
and preconditions.

It was built resorting to ConceptNet (Liu and
Singh, 2004) for triplets and then using Amazon
Mechanical Turk to crowdsource questions.

4 Methodology

In the present paper, the tasks described above are
assessed under the experiments described below.

4.1 Experiments
Tasks baselines To have a baseline against which
to compare the performance in the stress experi-
ments below, we fine-tune the models on each one
of the four tasks.

Partial inputs We perform a stress test con-
sisting in removing certain parts of the input and
retrain the task, in line with what was done for
instance in MRC (Kaushik and Lipton, 2018),
NLI (Gururangan et al., 2018; Poliak et al., 2018)
and ARCT (Niven and Kao, 2019). In case there
is no substantial degradation in performance, the
task can be resolved with partial inputs and this
is a strong indicator that the model may be using
spurious shortcuts to solve it.

Adversarial attacks Attacks are performed
with adversarial test examples that can be obtained
from “regular” test examples by means of mini-
mal superficial changes that seek to preserve their
semantic value. In case the model performance
drops substantially in the face of such attacking
examples, this is a symptom of its brittleness and
that the expected generalizations were likely not
learned, with the model possibly resorting to spuri-
ous shortcuts (Ilyas et al., 2019).

To obtain the adversarial examples for this exper-
iment, We resorted to TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020),
using the implementation in TextAttack (Morris
et al., 2020b).

A study on algorithms to generate adversarial
examples found that they may not fully preserve
semantics and may introduce up to 38% of gram-
matical errors (Morris et al., 2020a). To mitigate
this, through comparison with human performance,
its authors suggest a number of TextFooler’s hyper-
parameters. One such hyper-parameter is the min-
imum word cosine similarity in order to consider
a given word as a candidate to replace another one
and generate an adversarial example — following
that study, we set it at 0.9. Another hyper-parameter
is the sentence similarity threshold to accept a can-
didate adversarial example — though in that study,
a value of 0.98 is deemed as suitable, here we ex-
perimented with a slightly more lenient 0.9.

Data contamination Following the methodol-
ogy established in the GPT-3 data contamina-
tion study (Brown et al., 2020), we search for n-
gram collisions between the testsets of the tasks
at stake and pre-training datasets of the mod-
els, namely BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015), En-
glish Wikipedia2, CC-News (Nagel, 2016)3, Open-
WebText (Gokaslan and Cohen, 2019) and STO-
RIES (Trinh and Le, 2018). To cover the neuro-
symbolic model, ATOMIC2020 (Hwang et al.,

2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
3Extracted with news-please (Hamborg et al., 2017).
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2021) was also included in the search for collisions.
Large language models can be prone to mem-

orize previously seen text, which can inflate eval-
uation scores should a portion of the testset be
included in the pre-training regime.

Cross tasks If these models learn commonsense
knowledge and reasoning then this should be trans-
ferable to other similar tasks in a zero-shot manner.
In this experiment, to test its generalization ability,
a model trained in one task is tested on every other
task in a zero-shot manner.

The more a model has built its strength from
spurious cues present in its specific training dataset,
the more it will fail on the datasets of the other
tasks, given these cues are absent in the latter.

4.2 Models

To widen the net, the baselines are sought with
five pre-trained language models. We adopted
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019b) as an encoder-only
exemplar. We used though a different fine-tuning
technique, akin to a siamese network, changing
the problem into a sequence ranking problem (Liu
et al., 2019a) by passing the elements of input pairs
separately and producing a value for each, the max-
imum value being the chosen answer.

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) is selected to
feature as a decoder-only examplar. Similar to
RoBERTa, a sequence ranking fine-tune approach
is followed.

As for an encoder-decoder architecture, we re-
sorted to T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), and also to
BART (Lewis et al., 2020), the latter being included
as a baseline for the Neuro-Symbolic model.

Concerning a Neuro-Symbolic approach, to in-
ject some finer priors into the language model,
we followed the COMET (Bosselut et al., 2019)
method, which enriches the model with a common-
sense knowledge base CSKG through a genera-
tive task. We use COMET(BART), a pre-trained
BART-Large model trained on ATOMIC2020
CSKG (Hwang et al., 2021). We adopt
the sequence ranking fine-tuning procedure for
COMET(BART).

Experiments are based on Huggingface (Wolf
et al., 2020), used for pre-trained model weights.

Hyper-parameters were kept to their defaults,
except that a sequential hyper-parameter search
is performed for the learning rate and batch size.
Learning rate is optimized by selecting the model
yielding the best dev accuracy score, after fine-

tuning for 10 epochs, from the set {1e-3, 1e-4,
1e-5, 2e-3, 2e-4, 2e-5, 3e-3, 3e-4, 3e-5}. Using
the learning rate determined in the previous step,
an appropriate batch size is determined the same
way from the set {4, 8, 16, 32}. Hyper-parameters
found are described in Appendix A.

Each model is trained up to 30 epochs. The
checkpoint with the best dev accuracy is selected
to test with. Due to instability, the reported results
are the mean of five runs, each with the different
seeds 42, 1128, 1143, 1385 and 1415.

Two of the proposed tasks, PIQA and CSQA, are
active competitions and their testsets are private.
We report results on the devset for those tasks. To
preserve the original distribution of classes, from
their training data, we produce two splits: 90% of
the data is kept as training data, and 10% is set
aside as dev data using stratified splitting.

All experiments were done on a single NVIDIA
Titan RTX 24Gb VRAM.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Baselines

The baseline performance for the commonsense
related tasks is displayed in Table 1. While there
is a considerable gap with respect to human perfor-
mance, some tasks are notably more challenging
than others, with mixed results when run with dif-
ferent models. For ARCT, the best scoring model
is RoBERTa-Large, having an encouraging gap
of only 0.094 accuracy to the human upperbound.
CSQA has a gap of 0.156, pretty similar to PIQA.

RoBERTa is the best in two of four tasks, namely
ARCT and PIQA, and is a close second best in
CSQA, emerging as the most capable reasoner.

It is also interesting to note that the Neuro-
symbolic COMET(BART) outperforms BART-
Large on all but the CSQA task.

Another interesting contrast concerns ARC and
CSQA, which are both multiple-choice problems
with up to five possible answers, as the performance
in CSQA almost doubles the ARC score. While
CSQA covers a wide array of commonsense do-
mains, ARC dataset was obtained from science
exams and permits thus to probe more focused
and profound knowledge about the physical world,
including physics and chemistry laws. It is reason-
able then to assume that ARC is a more hard task
to solve.

4https://www.tau-nlp.org/
csqa-leaderboard

https://www.tau-nlp.org/csqa-leaderboard
https://www.tau-nlp.org/csqa-leaderboard
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ARCT ARC PIQA CSQA Params

Random 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.2 -
HUMAN 0.909 N/A 0.949 0.889 -

RoBERTa-Large 0.815 ± 0.011 0.411 ± 0.022 0.789 ± 0.006 0.733 ± 0.006 355M
GPT2-Medium 0.540 ± 0.071 0.318 ± 0.009 0.706 ± 0.005 0.551 ± 0.012 345M
T5-Large 0.743 ± 0.006 0.440 ± 0.008 0.772 ± 0.005 0.713 ± 0.007 770M
BART-Large 0.655 ± 0.154 0.382 ± 0.027 0.777 ± 0.005 0.738 ± 0.005 406M
COMET(BART) 0.790 ± 0.005 0.412 ± 0.011 0.783 ± 0.008 0.718 ± 0.008 406M

Table 1: Baselines (accuracy with standard deviation), with best result for each task in bold. Human benchmarks
for CSQA obtained from their public leaderboard;4 for ARCT from (Habernal et al., 2018).

As RoBERTa emerges as the most capable rea-
soner, we select it for the stress experiments de-
scribed in the next subsections. Additionally, We
select COMET(BART), as its promising and novel
neuro-symbolic nature with refined priors offer a
better promise to escape the eventual greedy pursuit
of data spuriousness to minimize loss.

5.2 Partial inputs

The results from the partial inputs experiment are
in Table 2. For both ARCT and PIQA, the scores
obtained with partial inputs are pretty close to the
scores obtained when using full inputs, which can
be taken as a strong indicator that some spurious
shortcutting affects these two tasks.

Concerning ARCT, it is interesting to note that
in previous work that flagged severe problems of
data artifacts in this dataset (Niven and Kao, 2019),
the authors noticed that providing just one or two
segments of the input was enough for the model to
perform above the random baseline. After having
cleaned the dataset from these cues, this was not
possible any longer when using BERT. We can
observe now that this is, however, still possible
provided one uses models other than BERT, namely
RoBERTa or COMET(BART).

PIQA, in turn, shows the same problem as ARCT.
By providing the respective models with only one
of the candidate “solutions” as input, this leads to
a performance close to the performance observed
with the full input for the task. The models are
providing solutions for an unknown “goal”, yet
they are able to perform way above the random
baseline. Without being provided with a “goal”
in the input in this partial setting, both “solutions”
should be equally likely, unless one of the solutions
across the different pairs of candidates was always
so blatantly nonsensical—which does not happen

to be the case—that it is ruled out just off of plain
commonsense, which would mean that the model
would be performing another type of commonsense
reasoning task.

Interestingly, both tasks, ARCT and PIQA, are
reported to have gone through pre-processing steps
to eliminate statistical lexical cues. In the face of
these results, it is not unreasonable, however, to
assume that some lexical cues remain, possible of
other types, not cleaned yet.

As to the other two tasks, with COMET(BART),
ARC is reasonably solved by just looking at
the “answers”, though this is not happening with
RoBERTa-Large, which is in line with the overall
superiority of the latter over the former observed
in the previous experiment to obtain their baseline
scores. Be that as it may, in the other experiments
below, further evidence emerges indicating that
also ARC may be affected by spurious cues.

Despite CSQA also has a score above random
baseline when only using “answers”, this happens
only by a slim margin. CSQA seems thus to be
more resistant dataset in this stress test. Providing
just the “question” or just the“answer” leaves the
models confused, as it should, resulting in scores
in the vicinity of the random score.

5.3 Adversarial attacks

Results from the experiment with adversarial at-
tacks are in Table 3. An example of a successful
adversarial example is provided in Figure 2. Both
RoBERTa-Large and COMET(BART) show brit-
tleness, with the neuro-symbolic model, despite
having been exposed to fine-grained commonsense
facts, showing that is not any less susceptible to the
attacks than the purely neural RoBERTa-Large.

As to the tasks being experimented with, in con-
trast with CSQA, with a drop of less than 31%,
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Random Full inputs Score Partial Input Score

ARCT 0.5
Claim (C) + Reason (R)

+ Warrant 0 & 1 (W)
0.831♦ / 0.7952

C+R 0.500♦ / 0.5002

R+W 0.500♦ / 0.5002

C+W 0.785♦ / 0.7822

ARC 0.25
Question (Q) +

Candidate Answers (A)
0.435♦ / 0.4222

Q 0.227♦ / 0.2272

A 0.245♦ / 0.3442

PIQA 0.5
Goal (G) +

Solution 1 & 2 (Sol)
0.795♦ / 0.7942

G 0.495♦ / 0.4952

Sol 0.735♦ / 0.7242

CSQA 0.2
Question (Q) +

Candidate Answers (A)
0.738♦ / 0.7272

Q 0.196♦ / 0.1962

A 0.218♦ / 0.1842

Table 2: Results with partial input. Scores above random are in bold. ♦: RoBERTa-Large; 2: COMET(BART).

Question: Ira had to make up a lab investigation after school. He obtained the materials, chemicals, 
equipment, and protective gear from his teacher. Quickly, but cautiously, he conducted the steps in 
the written experiment procedure. To save time, he decided to record his observations and results 
later. Which will most likely be negatively affected by his decision?

Correct choice: B

Model’s choice: B

Model’s choice after : Aperturbation

A: the  to follow directions

B: the ability to write a valid report

C: the ability to follow the safety guidelines

D: the ability to come up with a conclusion

ability A: the  to follow directions

B: the ability to write a valid report

C: the ability to follow the safety guidelines

D: the ability to come up with a conclusion

capacity
Before After

Figure 2: An adversarial example produced with TextFooler on the ARC dataset, targeting a fine-tuned RoBERTa
on the task. Simply changing ability to capacity in option A is enough for the prediction to change.

a drop over 35% in performance is observed in
ARCT, ARC and PIQA, the same tasks that were
flagged in the previous experiment with partial in-
puts. This is consistent with the results in the pre-
vious section and the assumption that adversarial
attacks target non-robust features, present when
models learn the task through shortcuts.

5.4 Data contamination
Table 4 displays the statistics concerning data con-
tamination, where a test example is considered
dirty if it has n-gram collisions with any of the
datasets used for pre-training. The only fully clean
dataset is ARCT, which supports one of tasks most
affected by data spuriousness in previous experi-
ments. This effectively eliminates memorization
as a possible justification for that vulnerability, and
since previous work eliminated trivial lexical spu-
rious cues (Niven and Kao, 2019), the plausible

5We follow (Brown et al., 2020), where N is defined as the
5th percentile of the distribution of dataset example sizes.

explanation about the brittleness of this task is the
eventual presence of highly non-linear shortcuts in
the ARCT data.

The remaining tasks, in turn, have different lev-
els of contamination. ARC was flagged for 1.19%,
followed by CSQA with 5.08%. The most contam-
inated task is PIQA, with 13.22%.

To further study the eventual impact of contam-
ination on the performance of these three tasks,
two sets were created from the testsets/devsets: the
“Dirty Set”, containing only dirty examples, and
the “Clean Set”, containing only clean examples.
Tables 5 and 6 show their respective performance
scores for RoBERTa and COMET(BART), and the
deltas for the original testset/devset.

The deltas that were found indicate an almost
negligible impact of data contamination as an im-
portant factor leveraging model performance, ex-
cept possibly for ARC that, with slightly higher
scores with the Dirty Set, seem to get a marginal
benefit from the contamination. Given this lim-
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Model Before ∆ ∆%

ARCT
RoB 0.831 -0.355 42.7%

COM 0.795 -0.283 35.5%

ARC
RoB 0.435 -0.278 63.9%

COM 0.422 -0.315 74.7%

PIQA
RoB 0.795 -0.489 61.5%

COM 0.794 -0.508 64.0%

CSQA
RoB 0.738 -0.202 27.4%

COM 0.727 -0.226 31.3%

Table 3: Results of adversarial attacks. RoB:
RoBERTa-Large. COM: COMET(BART).

N Clean

ARCT 13 100%
ARC 10 98.81%

CSQA 8 94.92%
PIQA 8 86.78%

Table 4: Data contamination for n-grams of size N.5

ited impact, data contamination, also referred to
as memorization in the literature, cannot provide
the principal explanation for the results obtained in
previous stress experiments.

An additional experiment was performed to ver-
ify the data contamination between task testsets. It
was found that they do not share n-grams between
themselves, and thus having no data contamina-
tion. This information becomes relevant in the next
section.

5.5 Cross tasks

The results of the cross-task experiment are dis-
played in Table 7.

CSQA stands out positively as providing the best
zero-shot approximation to the other tasks. This is
in line with the results from previous experiments
as it may be seen as further indicating that its higher
capacity of generalization beyond the distribution
of its training dataset benefits from a lower level of
data spuriousness than in the other three tasks. It
should be noted also that it is supported by a very
general domain dataset, covering a broad range
of commonsense dimensions and reasoning types:
When applied to other tasks in a zero-shot man-
ner, it does not stray that far from the scores of a

Dirty Set Clean Set

ARC 0.714 (+0.279) 0.432 (-0.003)
CSQA 0.726 (-0.012) 0.739 (+0.001)
PIQA 0.835 (+0.040) 0.789 (-0.006)

Table 5: RoBERTa accuracy and deltas to best score
with full testset.

Dirty Set Clean Set

ARC 0.643 (+0.221) 0.420 (+0.002)
CSQA 0.710 (-0.017) 0.727 (+0.000)
PIQA 0.819 (+0.025) 0.790 (-0.004)

Table 6: COMET(BART) accuracy and deltas to best
score with full testset.

specifically fine-tuned model.
PIQA, in turn, stands out negatively, as it shows

the only case where the zero-shot application of a
model to a different task is not faring better than
the random baseline of that task, namely when it
is applied to solve ARC. While this inferior perfor-
mance might be seen as being in line with its results
in the previous experiments, and possibly another
sign of the spuriousness of its dataset, the fact is
that PIQA is not faring that bad in its other zero-
shot applications, even providing the best zero-shot
approximation to CSQA.

ARCT appears to provide the weakest contri-
bution to solving other tasks, which is somewhat
expected as it is not an ordinary commonsense task.
While requiring commonsense reasoning, the task
differs not only in the domain (narrower, covering
social topics), but the task itself is different: not
so much a Q&A task as the other three, but an
argument mining task of warrant identification.

As discussed in the previous section, the testsets
for the tasks have no data contamination between
themselves, and as such, memorization cannot be
the factor that explains these results.

5.6 Searching for possible shortcuts

Additional experiments were performed in the
hopes of eventually finding of shortcuts, of two
types, that could explain the observed behavior of
the models: class imbalance and lexical cues. Class
imbalance can be a simple way in which a model
exploits the distribution of the dataset to inflate its
performance. Lexical cues arise from the particu-
lar distribution of certain keywords in the training
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ARCT ARC PIQA CSQA

ARCT 0.831 0.310 0.571 0.293
ARC 0.589 0.435 0.627 0.343
PIQA 0.597 0.230 0.795 0.552
CSQA 0.627 0.384 0.687 0.738

Random 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.2

Table 7: Cross-task results for RoBERTa-Large. Diagonal values from Table 1. Model trained in rows, tested
zero-shot in columns. Values below random baseline in bold.

examples, such that their presence in a candidate
answer provides a strong signal for that answer
to be predicted in inference time. To detect lex-
ical cues, we resort to the methodology defined
in (Niven and Kao, 2019).

No strong shortcuts were found in both cases.
The datasets do not suffer from class imbalance,
and the lexical cues uncovered do not have enough
productivity and coverage to explain the inflated
behavior of the models in the previous experiments.
We refer the interested reader to Appendix C for
more details on these findings. Further searching
for possible shortcuts is left for future work, possi-
bly relying on other sort of clues and tools (Branco
and Costa, 2008; Branco et al., 2014).

6 Conclusion

Commonsense is a quintessential challenge to Ar-
tificial Intelligence and deep learning techniques
have been delivering important performance scores
and progress in NLP tasks and benchmarks that
require commonsense reasoning. In this paper, we
set to assess how much of these gains are due to
the capacity of generalization beyond the training
datasets supporting these tasks and whether these
advances may be suffering from the problem that
recently has been uncovered in some other areas of
NLP, namely that the outstanding models may owe
much of their prowess to spurious shortcuts in the
data rather than to robust generalizations that per-
mit them to sustain or even approximate their level
of performance beyond their benchmark datasets.

To pursue this goal, we focused on a number of
tasks involving commonsense reasoning and their
datasets that have been widely used in the literature
and submit them to stress tests with the potential
of helping to uncover data spuriousness problems.

In a first sign that such problems are most proba-
bly present, we found that most models do much
better than expected without being supplied with

all the segments in a given input, even approximat-
ing their performance when they are provided with
the full input, namely in the case of ARCT, ARC
and PIQA tasks, while CSQA shows the expected
degraded performance.

Further experiments were consistent with this
pattern. Again, the three tasks, ARCT, ARC and
PIQA, are also clearly more sensitive to adversarial
attacks than the latter. Also CSQA stands out in its
generalization capacity in comparison to the lower
capacity of the other three tasks to generalize as it
provides much better approximation to other tasks
in a zero shot setting.

Additionally, with the help of data contamination
tests, these contrasts and problems were shown not
to result from possible data contamination, leaving
one with the most plausible justification that they
are rather due to problems of data spuriousness
that support shortcutted learning of commonsense
reasoning, with reduced generalization capacity.

These results call for future research on a care-
ful review and comparison between the methods
and procedures used in the development of these
datasets in order to learn how to avoid the pitfalls
of producing datasets affected by data spuriousness.
But the present results are already very useful in as
much as they let one knows that the performance
obtained with the datasets studied in the present pa-
per, for which there appear a consistent indication
of data spuriousness, should be taken with an extra
grain of salt.
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A Training Hyper-Parameters

The hyper-parameters found through the search
and used to fine-tune each model are provided in
Table 8.

B Dataset sizes

The number of examples for each dataset partition
of each task is given in Table 9.

C Shortcut Exploration

The results of the two experiments with negative re-
sults searching for two different types of shortcuts,
mentioned in Section 5.6, are presented here. The
first experiment, which investigates class balance
of each task dataset, is discussed in Section C.1.
Section C.2 covers the search for possible lexical
cues present in each task dataset.

C.1 Class Balance

Table 10 contains the statistics of target distribution
for each task dataset split.

ARCT, PIQA and CSQA appear to be well
balanced. PIQA and CSQA, while not being to-
tally balanced, the difference from the unbalanced
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providing no real advantage to the models.
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Task Model Batch Size Learning Rate Epochs

ARCT

RoBERTa-Large 16 1e-5 25
GPT2-Medium 8 2e-3 18

T5 8 2e-5 17
BART-Large 16 2e-4 12

COMET(BART) 8 1e-4 25

ARC

RoBERTa-Large 8 1e-4 16
GPT2-Medium 4 1e-3 26

T5 8 2e-5 12
BART-Large 8 1e-4 27

COMET(BART) 8 3e-5 22

PIQA

RoBERTa-Large 16 3e-3 28
GPT2-Medium 8 1e-3 22

T5 8 1e-5 9
BART-Large 4 1e-3 19

COMET(BART) 32 3e-4 16

CSQA

RoBERTa-Large 8 3e-4 13
GPT2-Medium 8 1e-3 14

T5 8 2e-5 5
BART-Large 8 3e-4 18

COMET(BART) 8 1e-4 14

Table 8: Hyper-parameters found through a search used in each experiment.

Task Train Dev Test Total

ARCT 2420 632 888 3940
ARC 1119 299 1172 3548
PIQA 16113 1838 3084 21035
CSQA 9741 1221 1140 12102

Table 9: Number of examples in each dataset partition
for each task. ARC’s numbers refer to its Challenge
Set, which was used to carry out the experiments.

ARC is slightly unbalanced, albeit not by much.
The candidate answer in the first position (labeled 0
in the table) has a diminished presence in the train
split. In the same split, the remainder of the candi-
date answer positions are relatively well balanced
and as such it seems that it would be difficult for
a model to take a large advantage from this slight
unbalance. In the development and test splits, the
first answer position is equally underrepresented,
and two other positions have a larger presence than
the others, creating a slight unbalance.

In spite of this, the unbalance does not seem
able to explain the results for ARC on the reported
experiments. Since the model learns from the train
split and since it is relatively well balanced, it is not

expected to provide a useful signal for the model
to be exploited during the testing phase.

C.2 Lexical Cues

This section provides a discussion regarding the
exploration for lexical cues.

We implemented the metrics developed
in (Niven and Kao, 2019) and make use of them to
try to uncover lexical cues, namely applicability
(αk), productivity (πk) and coverage (ξk) of cue k.
These metrics provide a quantitative measure of
how advantageous ngrams present in the dataset
can be as shortcutting cues for the models. For this
experiment, unigrams and bigrams are considered.

The tasks ARCT, ARC, PIQA and CSQA are
framed as multiple choice problems, where the
model must choose the correct answer from a set
of candidate answers. We apply the metrics to the
set of tokens present in each candidate answer, for
each example.

The applicability αk of a cue k (Equation 1)
provides a measure of the number of examples
where cue k occurs in one candidate answer, but
not in any of the others:
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αk =

n∑
i=1

1

[
∃j, k ∈ T(i)

j ∧ k /∈ T(i)
¬j

]
(1)

1 is the indicator function (outputs 1 if the input
is true, 0 if not) and T(i)

j represents the set of tokens
in candidate answer j for example i.

Applicability provides the number of examples
where a cue’s presence is a direct signal to one
of the candidate answers but it does not indicate
whether that signal offers a correct answer.

Productivity πk of a cue k (Equation 2) is a
measure of the proportion of applicable examples
where the cue predicts the correct answer,

πk =

∑n
i=1 1

[
∃j, k ∈ T(i)

j ∧ k /∈ T(i)
¬j ∧ yi = j

]
αk

(2)
yi = j indicates that answer j, which cue k

should belong to, is the correct choice for example
i. A cue supplies a useful signal if its productivity
is above random chance: πk > 1/m, where m is
the number of possible candidate answers for each
example.

Productivity is useful, to understand how broad
cue k’s presence in the dataset is, to define its cov-
erage ξk,

ξk =
αk

n
(3)

where n is the total number of examples.
Coverage tells us the proportion of applicable

examples with regards to the total number of exam-
ples.

ARCT Cues. Table 11 presents the top ten un-
igram and bigram cues in ARCT’s dataset. The
largest coverage is achieved with the cue “not",
which incidentally was the most helpful cue found
in the original ARCT dataset (before having bee
cleaned from spurious cues by (Niven and Kao,
2019)), with a coverage of 0.64 and productivity
of 0.61 during that revision and balancing of the
dataset. In the revised dataset, “not" has a coverage
of 0.38 and a productivity of 0.5 (random chance).
It is expected that no high coverage useful cues
remain in the cleaned dataset, as it was revised
with the aid of these metrics. This conjecture is
evidenced by the fact that none of the detected cues
have a productivity greater than 1/2.

ARC Cues. In Table 12, the top ten unigram and
bigram cues present in ARC’s dataset are provided.

Only 5 useful unigram cues are present in the top
ten: “to", “and", “on", “for" and “an". The cues
have a relatively low coverage, with the largest be-
ing just 0.13 (13% of the dataset), corresponding
to cue “to". However, its productivity nears the ran-
dom choice vlaue (0.25). The remainder of the cues
have a coverage of 0.06 and 0.05, respectively, and
the largest productivity is 0.41 for the cue “and".
This cue is thus a strong signal but because it is
such a common function word, it rarely is found in
only one of the candidates, translating into a low
application and subsequently low coverage due to
that.

ARC therefore has useful unigram lexical cues
present in its dataset, albeit their coverage and pro-
ductivity are low, and as such it cannot explain the
behavior of the performed experiments.

PIQA Cues. Table 13 displays the top 10 (in
coverage) unigram and bigram cues for PIQA’s
dataset. Four useful unigram and five useful bigram
cues are present in that table. Three of the four
unigrams are function words. The cue with the
largest coverage (0.10) is “a", with the remaining
cues having their coverage between 0.07 and 0.01.
Overall, the cues have low productivity, nearing the
random choice value (0.5) and when accounting
for their low coverage as well, it indicates that the
dataset does not have a strong signal in the form of
lexical cues for models to fully take advantage of.

CSQA Cues. Top 10 unigrams and bigrams for
CSQA, in terms of coverage, are shown in Table 14.

As it is observed in ARC’s and PIQA’s dataset
as well, CSQA features the presence of a few cues,
although these show low productivity and cover-
age, such that the models performance cannot be
attributed to their presence.

Five unigram and six bigram cues are useful
(πk > 0.2). The coverage for the bigram cues is
just 0.01, while for the unigrams is in the range
of 0.07 to 0.03. Only three bigrams have a pro-
ductivity with a considerable gap from the random
choice, with a productivity of 0.27 or greater.

In light of these results analysis, one might con-
jecture that no widespread, useful cues exist in the
datasets. However, it could be that the datasets
either:

• Contains other types of lexical cues, e.g. non-
linear cues, such as a rule where, say, just for
the sake of a rapid illustration, if the word
“air" appears in the third position in the sen-
tence, and “water" in the eight position, the
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answer is 0.

• Shortcuts at the feature level, such as the pres-
ence of certain features in the word embed-
dings and hidden states, which provide strong
signals for certain predictions. These require
other types of analysis, different from the ones
used in this paper and their detection and in-
terpretation would be far from trivial.
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Task Split
Choice
Number

Occurrences
Relative

Frequency
Random
Chance

ARCT

Train
0 1210 0.500

0.500

1 1210 0.500

Development
0 316 0.500
1 316 0.500

Test
0 444 0.500
1 444 0.500

ARC

Train

0 239 0.214

0.250

1 296 0.265
2 291 0.260
3 293 0.262

Development

0 64 0.214
1 73 0.244
2 78 0.261
3 83 0.278
4 1 0.003

Test

0 266 0.227
1 311 0.265
2 310 0.265
3 285 0.243

PIQA
Train

0 8053 0.500

0.500
1 8060 0.500

Development
0 910 0.495
1 928 0.505

CSQA

Train

0 1909 0.196

0.200

1 1973 0.203
2 1946 0.200
3 1985 0.204
4 1928 0.198

Development

0 239 0.196
1 255 0.209
2 241 0.197
3 251 0.206
4 235 0.192

Table 10: Class balance for each task dataset split. Relative frequency in bold indicates a frequency above random
chance.
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Unigrams Bigrams
Unigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk) Bigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk)

(not,) 0.38 0.5 (is, not) 0.09 0.5
(do,) 0.12 0.5 (are, not) 0.07 0.5

(does,) 0.06 0.5 (do, not) 0.04 0.5
(can,) 0.06 0.5 (can, not) 0.03 0.5
(to,) 0.06 0.5 (does, not) 0.03 0.5

(and,) 0.05 0.5 (not, be) 0.03 0.5
(no,) 0.04 0.5 (is, a) 0.03 0.5
(a,) 0.04 0.5 (can, be) 0.02 0.5
(ca,) 0.04 0.5 (will, not) 0.02 0.5
(be,) 0.04 0.5 (not, a) 0.02 0.5

(more,) 0.03 0.5 (to, be) 0.02 0.5

Table 11: Top 10 unigram and bigram cues with regards to coverage, in descending order, for the ARCT dataset.

Unigrams Bigrams
Unigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk) Bigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk)

(to,) 0.13 0.26 (of, the) 0.07 0.15
(in,) 0.13 0.25 (in, the) 0.06 0.24
(of,) 0.13 0.25 (to, the) 0.04 0.24
(a,) 0.11 0.22 (amount, of) 0.03 0.25

(the,) 0.09 0.25 (from, the) 0.03 0.27
(water,) 0.09 0.15 (in, a) 0.03 0.30
(from,) 0.07 0.23 (on, the) 0.03 0.22
(and,) 0.06 0.41 (the, same) 0.02 0.30
(on,) 0.06 0.26 (number, of) 0.02 0.16
(for,) 0.05 0.29 (the, amount) 0.02 0.24
(an,) 0.05 0.29 (of, a) 0.02 0.25

Table 12: Top 10 unigram and bigram cues with regards to coverage, in descending order, for the ARC dataset. In
bold are cues whose productivity πk > 1/4, indicating a useful cue.

Unigrams Bigrams
Unigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk) Bigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk)

(a,) 0.10 0.52 (in, the) 0.03 0.41
(of,) 0.07 0.50 (on, the) 0.03 0.54
(to,) 0.07 0.49 (of, the) 0.03 0.50

(and,) 0.07 0.52 (with, a) 0.03 0.47
(in,) 0.06 0.47 (use, a) 0.02 0.51
(on,) 0.06 0.53 (to, the) 0.02 0.47
(the,) 0.05 0.40 (in, a) 0.02 0.50

(with,) 0.05 0.47 (and, then) 0.02 0.43
(it,) 0.05 0.48 (into, the) 0.01 0.52

(water,) 0.04 0.52 (top, of) 0.01 0.45
(your,) 0.04 0.45 (the, top) 0.01 0.47

Table 13: Top 10 unigram and bigram cues with regards to coverage, in descending order, for the PIQA dataset. In
bold are cues whose productivity πk > 1/2, indicating a useful cue.
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Unigrams Bigrams
Unigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk) Bigram Coverage (ξk) Productivity (πk)

(store,) 0.07 0.24 (go, to) 0.01 0.20
(house,) 0.06 0.19 (new, york) 0.01 0.21

(to,) 0.06 0.17 (grocery, store) 0.01 0.20
(of,) 0.06 0.19 (have, fun) 0.01 0.25
(in,) 0.05 0.12 (talk, to) 0.01 0.06

(office,) 0.03 0.23 (office, building) 0.01 0.25
(city,) 0.03 0.22 (friend, house) 0.01 0.27

(room,) 0.03 0.23 (each, other) 0.01 0.10
(school,) 0.03 0.19 (neighbor, house) 0.01 0.28

(get,) 0.03 0.23 (living, room) 0.01 0.19
(park,) 0.03 0.16 (music, store) 0.01 0.34

Table 14: Top 10 unigram and bigram cues with regards to coverage, in descending order, for the CSQA dataset.
In bold are cues whose productivity πk > 1/5, indicating a useful cue.


